**Award: Cornerstone Award for Effectiveness Improvement**  
**Winners: Mike Allinger and John Brisbois**  
**Nominator: Donna Goss**

Donna Goss nominated Mike Allinger and John Brisbois for the Cornerstone Award for Effectiveness Improvement.

An example of their dedication to the division and the university was recently displayed when they were called upon to quickly produce a detailed web site highlighting construction projects that have been allowed to proceed during the construction pause. While the website had been functional prior to the request, John and Mike needed to restructure the pages to accommodate the requests of University Communications and President Skorton for use in his announcement to the university.

This initiative required dozens of emails, phone calls and visits from an anxious FS communications manager who was receiving pressure to produce a quality product within a seemingly unattainable schedule. As Donna pulled data and images together, John and Mike built and restructured the pages to produce a tool that is now available on CUInfo for the university. They have been instrumental in restructuring the entire website to address one of the divisions goals of providing a dynamic and reliable way to communicate news and up-to-date information.

Donna said, “Mike and John work very well together as a team and we are all the better for having them on the Facilities Services team.”